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EDITORIAL

2019 SET TO
BE STELLAR
YEAR FOR LNG
he LNG industry will see a sea change in
the investment outlook in 2019. Projects
that have been on the board for some
time look likely to receive that all-important final investment decision (FID), unleashing
a new wave of industry spending targeted at a
growing supply deficit in the mid-2020s, driven
primarily by Asian demand.
Confidence is building for good reason.
As covered in this edition of LNG Condensed,
Chinese LNG demand is booming and forecast to
remain strong through to the 2030s.
While certainly the most important country
in the LNG universe in terms of growth, China
is not the only shining star. India Oil Corporation’s HK Manchanda sees Indian regasification
capacity jumping from 30mn mt/yr a year in
2018 to 61.5mn mt/yr by 2023. In Pakistan, the
authorities forecast a 30mn mt/yr gas deficit
by 2030 and the answer to this gap is – you
guessed it – LNG.

T
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These are huge markets which in per capita
terms are in fact relatively light gas users. However, they all see gas as the fuel of the future. China
and India are massive coal consumers and the
quickest and cheapest way to counter air pollution and growing greenhouse gas emissions is to
make the switch from coal to gas. In Pakistan, the
aim is to switch out the use of fuel oil in power
generation with cleaner, cheaper gas.
The potential gas demand in theory at least is
as big as India and China’s coal industries, which
are the two largest in the world.
In all three of these populous countries, gas
transmission and distribution grids are being
expanded and new import facilities built. In all
three, even in China, domestic gas production
cannot keep pace with demand, nor can pipeline projects.
There are major projects on the table, but they
take time, politics and finance to be built. In contrast, a floating storage and regasification unit can
be in place in under two years.
Given this burgeoning demand scenario, LNG
developers are beginning to rub their hands in
anticipation. The supply gap in the early 2020s is
widening at some pace, with many analysts now
forecasting a global LNG supply deficit of about
65mn mt/yr by 2025.
The message is simple. If you want to be the
company to fill it, you had better start building
now.

— NGW
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Congress Highlights 2019:
• Two Strategic Days
Large-scale, mid and small-scale projects
• Industry Leaders’ Debate:
Russia in the global LNG arena – export
potential
• Important: large-scale projects
Operators’ updates

Silver
Sponsor 2019:

Special partner 2018:

• Case Studies
of applying design and construction
technologies at LNG plants
• NEW!
Seminar for traders - how LNG trading
will develop?
• CTOs’ discussion!
How to reduce the construction period
and its cost?
Sponsor 2018:

Partners 2018:

• Mid And Small-Scale LNG Projects in
Russia
Who is interested in private small scale
LNG projects?
• Key drivers for LNG use as fuel
How do the operating companies and
government facilitate LNG application as
motor fuel?

CHINA EN
ROUTE
TO BEING
WORLD’S
LARGEST
LNG IMPORT
MARKET
By Martin Daniel

China’s LNG demand has roared ahead
for the second year running and can be
expected to remain strong into the 2030s,
new import pipeline projects and robust
gas production growth notwithstanding.
A concerted effort to increase gas use in
power generation could see even current
import forecasts exceeded.

C

hina became the largest single gas
importer in 2018 as demand again easily
outstripped production. This raises two
questions. How much more imported gas will it
need in coming years, and how much will comprise LNG?
In 2017, China used 237.3bn m3 of gas, according to the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC). Production rose 7.2% year
on year to 148.4bn m3 — a higher increase than
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in previous years, but still well below demand
growth of 12.8%.
As a result, imports surged to fill the gap. Piped
imports increased 10.5% year on year to 42bn m3,
while LNG imports rose 46% to 51.8bn m3, making
China the second-largest LNG importer after Japan.
In 2018, the pattern was the same with demand growth again outstripping robust increases
in production. Gas output rose 7.5% to 161bn
m3, according to the country’s statistical department, while demand was up 18.2% year-on-year
in November to 251bn m3, which would imply
annualised demand of about 274bn m3, a rise of
more than 15%.
LNG imports surged again. General Administration of Customs figures for calendar 2018 show
a 31.9% year on year rise in gas imports to almost
123bn m3. Within the total, LNG imports jumped
about 40% to around 73bn m3.
LOOKING FORWARD
More of the same can be expected as China rapidly evolves into the world’s largest LNG import
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market. The International Energy Agency’s
World Energy Outlook 2018, published
in November, projects a near-tripling in
Chinese gas demand to 708bn m3 by 2040.
Imports are projected to rise from 42% of
gas supply in 2017 to 54% over this period.
China’s voracious demand for LNG over
the next decade is expected to underpin global investment in LNG production capacity.
The IEA’s demand forecast for 2040 is
about 100bn m3 higher than it projected just
a year earlier. The increase was attributed
primarily to Beijing’s environmentally-driven
policy of switching residential and smallscale energy users from coal to gas. This
started in 28 cities in northern China in 2017.
Moreover, the projected increase in gas
import share and volumes to 2040 is
front-end loaded. Imports are projected to
account for over half gas supply as early as 2025, and to triple to 300bn m3 by
2030. With most gas import pipelines near
capacity, and a long gestation period for
new lines, satisfying the surge in gas needs
over the next decade or so will rely mainly
on LNG.
In terms of annual growth some of the
steam will come out the current boom, but
rates of demand growth will remain high.
S&P Global Platts Analytics forecasts
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imports will grow 14% in 2019, while Wood Mackenzie anticipates growth of 20%.
The dampened growth rate is attributed by
Wood Mackenzie to China’s “more considered
approach” towards coal-to-gas switching, economic slowdown, and higher gas production and
piped imports.
The more considered approach is a response
to the situation that arose in winter 2017/18,
when far more northern Chinese coal-fired
heating systems were converted to gas than
there was fuel to run them. This forced Chinese
energy companies to search frantically for large
volumes of LNG, pushing spot prices to stratospheric levels.
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The conversion programme has become more
modest as a result, and there has been an increased focus on building sufficient gas storage
capacity, integrating distribution systems and
planning LNG procurement. Ahead of the current
winter heating season NDRC and the state-linked
energy companies CNOOC, CNPC and Sinopec
sought to allay fears about gas supplies by detailing their plans, with NDRC noting that 120bn m3
would be available.
Unless offset by unexpectedly severe winter
weather in China and northeast Asia, the change
in approach will dampen growth and prices in the
Asian LNG market in 2019. But in subsequent
years the accuracy or otherwise of concerns about
a Chinese economic downturn may prove a more
important determinant of LNG demand and prices.
The concerns have been fed by a spate of
gloomy economic indicators. Together these have
been taken to indicate a further weakening of Chinese business and consumer sentiment already
hit by the Sino-US trade war and domestic issues
such as high debt. There have been reports that
northern gas demand, particularly from industry, is
lower this winter than contracted LNG volumes.
However, bleak numbers for car sales and
other retail indicators may not presage a general
economic downturn. China’s stock response to
economic malaise is a bracing round of stimulus
measures, with the energy-intensive infrastructure sector the main beneficiary. The latest round
began in mid-2018 and is again building up, with
a large number of transportation projects announced at year’s end.
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Existing and planned pipeline
gas supplies (bn m /yr)
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The initial impact of the stimulus programme
is indicated by electricity generation data, often a
more reliable guide to Chinese economic conditions than GDP. Generation grew 6.8% year
on year in 2018 -- higher than in the preceding
four years, according to the National Bureau
of Statistics. In this context it is worth noting
that if gas-fired generation makes inroads into
the coal-dominated power market, Chinese gas
requirements could grow substantially even with
subdued economic growth.
GAS PRODUCTION
If gas demand growth remains strong, where will
the fuel come from? Gas production is generally
projected to grow, with unconventional resources
to the fore.
For instance, in September 2018, CNPC’s
Economics and Technology Research Institute
(Etri) projected demand growth of 5.8% a
year to 620bn m3 in 2035. For the same year
it forecast production of 300bn m3, split equally between conventional and unconventional
resources, including shale gas, tight gas and
coalbed methane.
Conventional output would be little higher than
now, with new finds barely replacing depleting
fields. Moreover, the strong projected growth for
unconventional output, especially shale gas, assumes better progress than hitherto. Shale gas out-
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put grew to over 10bn m3 in 2018, but well below
the rate needed to reach the targeted 30bn m3 in
2020 and 100bn m3 in 2030. Overall gas production
of 300bn m3 by 2035 could thus prove optimistic.
PIPED IMPORTS
This puts the onus firmly on imports. The capacity
of China’s import pipelines is 67bn m3/yr, with
actual supply of about 51bn m3 in 2018. The 12bn
m3 Myanmar line supplied about 4bn m3 and the
three-pipe, 55bn m3 Central Asia-China Gas Pipeline system supplied 46.9bn m3 from Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.
Piped imports will jump when Russian gas
starts flowing through the 38bn m3 Power of
Siberia line-1 in 2020. Following that, the 30bn
m3 Central Asia-D line is scheduled for completion from 2022. But the project appears to have
stalled, with little apparent pressure to resume
work at a time when Turkmenistan’s focus appears to have shifted west and south.
Meanwhile, another 30bn m3 line, Power of
Siberia-2, has been under discussion with Russia
since the mid-2010s. Gazprom Deputy CEO Alexander Medvedev said in December that negotiations were progressing, but gave no timetable for
its implementation.
The slow progress is not surprising. Chinese
negotiations on projects involving 30-year purchase
commitments are invariably protracted, especially
where there is potential for over-dependence on
one supplier. While Russian President Vladimir Putin told the Russian-Chinese Energy Forum in November 2018 that “relations between the Russian
Federation and People’s Republic of China are on
the rise,” past precedent might suggest the current
alignment of interests could prove temporary.
Piped imports in the mid-2030s could thus
range from 105-165bn m3, depending on whether
Central Asia-D and Power of Siberia-2 are built.
Based on this range and Etri’s demand (620bn
m3) and production (300bn m3) projections, LNG
would be left to supply 155-215bn m3 in 2035.
LNG MOVES CENTRE STAGE
While this is two to three times the 2018 level,
installing the necessary LNG regasification capacity would be quite feasible. Almost 92bn m3 was
operational at end 2018, with more under construction. In mid-January, preliminary government
plans emerged for the expansion of LNG import
capacity to 336bn m3/yr by 2035.
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The additional capacity may be needed, since
there is a real possibility Chinese LNG requirements in 2035 could be much higher than 215bn
m3 for two reasons.
Etri’s expectations for gas production may
prove optimistic.
Gas demand from households and other smallscale users switching from coal could be higher
than expected as environmental concerns
climb the list of priorities for both citizens
and government.
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If the rapid growth in environmental concerns
means coal use faces punitive measures, an even
bigger upside factor for LNG could come into play.
Gas-fired electricity generators currently account
for less than 20% of Chinese gas use, hamstrung
by its price relative to coal. If coal use were
financially penalised or in places banned, electricity sector gas demand could surge. That would
require a very large amount of additional LNG.
China’s 75.7 GW of gas-fired capacity in 2017
was only 4% of total capacity. And it operated at
a load factor of barely 30%, producing 203 TWh or
3% of national generation.
Most forecasters expect power sector gas use
will rise, not least because the stock of gas-fired
plant is projected to increase by about half in the
near to medium term. However, even a modest
increase in plant utilisation could easily add 100bn
m3 or more gas to that already projected. That
would have to be supplied by LNG, taking potential LNG requirements in 2035 up to 315bn m3.
Sourcing this amount of LNG would not be
insurmountable. About 82bn m3 of global LNG export capacity is set for final investment decisions
in 2019 alone, according to Wood Mackenzie,
with numerous other potential projects queuing
up behind.
Chinese LNG use could thus exceed 300bn
m3 by 2035. There is no certainty that the strong
gas demand and import growth projected for the
next few years will tail off. Constrained domestic
production and pipeline imports combined with
robust economic growth and environmental pressures could act as strong push factors for LNG
imports well into the 2030s and beyond.
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PIVOTAL YEAR FOR
MOZAMBIQUE’S LNG
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By Neil Ford
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Financial scandal and security issues are
the latest challenges to be overcome in
Mozambique’s long-delayed emergence
into the world of LNG. However, a raft of
off-take agreements for two major projects
in the country’s north should make 2019
a pivotal year as investors move towards
final investment decisions. These projects
would represent Mozambique’s biggest
foreign direct investments to date.
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M

ozambique looks set to become an
important LNG exporter, as two large
onshore projects move towards final
investment decisions (FID) this year.
Following years of delay, a succession of
off-take agreements have been signed in recent
months to support 28 million metric tons a year
of LNG capacity planned for northern Mozambique. FIDs on the onshore Mozambique LNG and
Rovuma LNG projects are expected to be taken
by the middle of this year, allowing the developers
to convert all non-binding deals into sales and
purchase agreements (SPAs) by December.
The two projects are to be developed by consortia operated by US company Anadarko and Italy’s Eni respectively on a joint site at Afungi in the
far north of the country. The government of Mozambique decided at an early stage that it wanted
the two consortia to develop their liquefaction
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Mozambique - Growing Exports
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The two onshore LNG projects will be
the biggest investments ever made in
Mozambique by value and will become
the largest sources of government
revenue.

capacity at a single location to facilitate licensing
and reduce infrastructural investment costs. It
also means that they can use the same export
terminal. Another, smaller scheme, the Coral
Sul floating LNG (FLNG) project – also operated by
Eni – is already under development.
MOZAMBIQUE LNG
Anadarko holds a 26.5% stake in Mozambique
LNG, with the remaining equity held by Japan’s
Mitsui (20%), India’s ONGC Videsh (16%), Mozambique’s state-owned Empresa Nacional de
Hidrocarbonetos (ENH) (15%), India’s Bharat PetroResources (10%), PTT Exploration & Production
of Thailand (8.5%) and Oil India (4%).
The first two Mozambique LNG trains will
have production capacity of 6.44mn mt/yr each,
with total project costs put at $25bn. They will be
supplied by Offshore Area 1’s proven reserves of
75 trillion cubic feet (2.1tn m3), including on the
Golfinho and Atum fields.
Mozambique LNG already has SPAs in place
with PTT for 2.6mn mt/year and EDF for 1.2mn mt/
year, both for 15 years. Most recently, in mid-Oc-
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tober, Tohoku Electric signed an SPA to take up
to 280,000 tonnes a year from Mozambique LNG
over 15 years, firming up a previous Heads of
Agreement (HOA) between the two parties.
Another particularly innovative HOA has been
signed on the project. In June, the UK’s Centrica
and Japan’s Tokyo Gas agreed a co-purchasing
arrangement for 2.6mn mt/year designed to give
flexibility as to when they take shipments for their
home markets. The government of Mozambique
has suggested that the contract could last 20 years.
Anadarko executive vice president for international, deepwater & exploration, Mitch Ingram,
said: “This HOA represents a significant portion
of the marketing off-take target we have set
for FID…our focus now is on converting these
non-binding commitments into fully termed sale
and purchase agreements.”
Anadarko has revealed that it expects to sign
preliminary deals with other Asian customers in
the near future. Mozambique’s President Filipe
Nyusi said that his government is working with
Anadarko to conclude SPAs with buyers in the UK,
the Netherlands, China, Japan and Indonesia.
FID is scheduled by the end of this year, with
the project due to come on stream in 2023 at the
earliest. It is expected to cost $20bn to develop.
The Indian consortium members have said that equity holders will provide about a third of this figure,
with the remaining investment to come via debt.
ROVUMA LNG
The other side to the Afungi project is Rovuma
LNG, a consortium of Mozambique Rovuma Venture (70%), alongside South Korea’s Kogas,
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the support of the other investors in marketing its
share of the gas.
Massimo Mantovani, Eni’s chief gas and LNG
marketing and power officer, said: “These commitments are an important step forward for the
Rovuma LNG project and provide a solid foundation for securing project financing.” This approach
should speed up project development. The tender
for the engineering, procurement and construction contract will be launched in the first quarter
of this year.
Eni also operates the $10bn Coral Sul FLNG
project with a 50% stake, with the remaining
equity held by China National Petroleum Company
(CNPC) (20%) and 10% each held by ENH, Kogas
and Galp Energia.
The FLNG vessel is due to sail from the Samsung Heavy Industries shipyard in South Korea
to Mozambique in 2021, with first shipments
scheduled for November 2022. BP is buying the
project’s entire production capacity of 3.4mn mt/
year. The $4.8bn venture has been backed by a
variety of export credit agencies.
FINANCIAL CREDIBILITY IMPROVES
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Portugal’s Galp Energia and ENH, with 10%
each. Mozambique Rovuma Venture is owned
by Eni (35.7%), ExxonMobil (35.7%) and China
National Oil and Gas Exploration and Development Corporation (CNODC) (28.6%).
Its two trains will each have 7.6mn mt/year
of capacity, which would make them the biggest
LNG trains in the world outside Qatar. They will
be supplied with gas from Area 4’s Mamba fields,
with first LNG production due in 2024. Eni previously operated the whole project, but now ExxonMobil is to manage the construction and operation
of the LNG plant, while Eni is to retain control
of upstream operations. South Africa’s Standard
Bank calculates total project costs at $30bn.
While most LNG developers have to secure
external sales agreements, on December 28
ExxonMobil confirmed earlier suggestions that
all production from Rovuma LNG is to be sold
to equity partners. They will then have to sell it
directly to consumers themselves, as with Kogas,
or sell it on to other companies at a later stage via
either short or long-term contracts. This will be
a particular challenge for ENH, which may need
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It now seems very likely that the two onshore
projects will be developed. The government of
Mozambique has already approved the development plan for Mozambique LNG and is currently
examining Rovuma LNG’s plans, which were
submitted in July 2018.
In addition, Anadarko announced in November
that it would invest another $200mn in preparing
the plant site even before the FID is taken. The
process of resettling people who currently live on
the LNG plant site is already underway. Anadarko
has been appointed to prepare the entire site for
both consortia.
The government is desperate for the LNG
schemes to proceed. The two onshore LNG projects will be the biggest investments ever made
in Mozambique by value and will become the
largest sources of government revenue. Maputo
also wants some gas produced on the upstream
elements of the two schemes to be piped onshore for use in power generation and petrochemical and fertiliser production.
The revenues should enable the government to pay off newly-admitted debts and end
its self-inflicted debt crisis. Three state-owned
companies were found to have taken out secret
loans totaling $2.05bn to finance the purchase of
tuna fishing boats, a radar surveillance
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Three LNG projects should give
Mozambique total production capacity
of 31.48 mt/year by 2024.

The far north of the country, where Afungi is
located, has been targeted by apparent Islamist
militants over the past 18 months and perhaps
200 people have been killed in the attacks.
The threat was one of the main reasons Wentworth Resources announced in December that
it would give up its onshore acreage in northern
Mozambique, despite the potential of its Tembo
gas discovery. Given the current level of sophistication of the militants, it seems unlikely that
they could pose a threat to LNG plants, but it is
nonetheless a risk which will have to be monitored closely.
MORE CAPACITY TO COME?

network and patrol boats in deals that were
badly overvalued.
Confidence in the government was badly
shaken by the revelations, by the fact that the
government defaulted on repaying the loans, and
by the slow pace of the investigation into who
was responsible.
However, Maputo has reached an agreement
with creditors. The terms of the bonds in question
have been extended and, in the meantime, creditors will receive 5% of Mozambique’s future LNG
revenues, with payments capped at $500mn.
This deal was necessary to help rebuild the
government’s damaged financial credibility, particularly as it needs to support ENH in securing
its share of investment costs on the two onshore
LNG schemes.
This in turn should encourage the government
to rubber stamp Rovuma’s LNG development
plans and provide any support it can to ensure the
development of the Afungi site as a whole. Max
Tonela, the minister of mineral resources and
energy, said that the government will issue
sovereign guarantees to allow ENH to secure its
financing on international markets.
SECURITY THREATS
In addition for the potential to pipe gas onshore
for local industry, on all three projects, the foreign
investors have promised to train Mozambicans to
take up technical positions and include local companies in their supply chains. However, there have
been claims that most of the Mozambicans employed to date have come from the south. Providing
more jobs for local people could be one of the best
ways of securing local support for the onshore
plant, particularly given recent events in the region.
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The three LNG projects should give Mozambique
total production capacity of 31.48 mt/year by
2024, which would make it the sixth biggest LNG
producer in the world after Qatar, Australia, the
US, Russia and Malaysia.
Both onshore consortia aim to build further
trains on the same site and sufficient gas reserves are already in place to supply them. At
an Africa Petroleum Club meeting in London in
November, Paul Eardley-Taylor, the head of oil and
gas for Southern Africa at Standard Bank, said:
“We expect four or five additional onshore trains
could be operational by 2029-2030.”
This would take the total number of trains
in the country up to seven or eight, and total
production capacity up to 60-70mn mt/year. He
partly based his assessment on Standard Bank’s
collation of 12 LNG global demand forecasts by
different organisations, which calculated that demand will rise from about 300mn mt/year in 2017
to 500mn mt/year by 2030.
Most of the additional demand will come from
Asia. Companies from China, Japan and South
Korea are involved in the Mozambican consortia, suggesting that LNG will be shipped to the
world’s three biggest LNG markets.
China is likely to provide much of that additional growth. Beijing is seeking to reduce pollution
quickly, so gas is likely to continue to gain ground
at the expense of coal. Chinese LNG demand has
doubled over the past two years as a result.
Market sentiment has already moved towards
new LNG projects being sanctioned after a lull
over the past few years, although the amount of
new capacity planned around the world is huge.
Mozambique looks likely to be a key part of the
next wave of investment targeting a forecast
supply deficit in the mid-2020s.
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COUNTRY FOCUS:

PAKISTAN SET FOR
30mn mt/yr LNG
IMPORTS BY 2030
Pakistan’s LNG terminals and pipelines

SOURCE: IGU
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W

ith LNG imports set to hit a record
this year, Pakistan is emerging as
a major market. The country has
a diverse range of demand sectors, but
regularly suffers gas shortages. Industrial
gas use is strong with fertilizer production
accounting for 21% of demand. Almost
500,000 new consumers were added to
the distribution network in the 2016/17
financial year, while the gas transmission
and distribution network expanded by
8,493 kilometres.
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ELENGY

Nameplate Capacity: 3.8mmtpa
Start Year: 2015
Owners: Engro Group
Type: FSRU
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SNGPL Pipelines network
SSGCL Pipelines network
TAPI Gas Pipelines

PGPC PORT QASIM

Nameplate Capacity: 5.7mmtpa
Start Year: 2017
Owners: Pakistan LNG Terminals Ltd.
Type: FSRU
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Additions to gas transmission network

SOURCE: OGR A
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In the power sector, Pakistan
has long relied on expensive fuel oil
imports. These are expected to be
replaced by a growing LNG-to-power
chain providing cleaner and cheaper
electricity. The government plans
$8bn of investment in gas transmission lines and combined-cycle gas
turbine power plant. The power sector
accounted for 32% of gas demand in
2016/17, up from 30% the year before.
The country also has an unusually
high proportion of gas-fueled vehicles
in its road transport fleet, with 3.7mn
NGVs and almost 3,000 refueling stations. Gas demand for land transport
accounted 184 mn ft3/day in fiscal
2016/17, 5% of total consumption,
but has fallen from a peak in 2011/12,
when it hit 320mn ft3/day, suggesting significant latent demand, if gas
supplies improve.
The country’s Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority forecasts a gas deficit
of up to 3.9bn ft3/day by financial
year 2019/20, the equivalent of 30mn
metric tons a year of LNG. The deficit
is expected to rise to 6.6bn ft3/day by
2029/30 without gas imports.
There is little prospect of anything
other than LNG meeting this shortfall
in the short term. Domestic gas production has barely changed over the
last decade, running at around 3.4bn
ft3/day each year since 2009. Proved
gas reserves have fallen from 23.6
trillion ft3 in 2007 to 13.4tn ft3 at the
end of last year.
The Iran-Pakistan-India pipeline,
although reported to be complete
on the Iranian side, has long been
stalled over a lack of project finance
in Pakistan and sanctions pressure
from the US.
TAPI – the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline – is
another major pipeline that could bring
gas to Pakistan. Muhammetmyrat
Amanov, chief executive of the TAPI

SNGPL: Sui Northern Gas Pipe Ltd.
0
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SSGCL: Sui Southern Gas Company Ltd.
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Pakistan Gas Production and Consumption

SOURCE: BP
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Pakistan’s gas consumption by sector

Pipeline company, believes gas could
be delivered to Pakistan within two
years of a final investment decision
(FID) being made. An FID is expected
in the first-half of 2019, but the project
faces significant political, financing,
security and construction challenges.
In the interim it is LNG that will fill
the gap. Pakistan’s first LNG terminal,
operated by Engro Elengy Terminal
Pakistan Ltd, started operations in
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March 2015. The second, operated by
Pakistan GasPort, was commissioned
in November 2017. In June, the country
imported a record 11 cargoes of LNG.
There are a further six LNG
import projects that have been
proposed by a range of potential
investors including Shell, Total, ExxonMobil, Mitsubishi and Trafigura.
One project, backed by Anglo-Dutch major Shell, Engro, Gunvor
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and Fatima Group, is expected to
take FID soon and could be up and
running by the second quarter of
2020. Excelerate Energy is expected
to provide the floating storage and
regasification unit with capacity of
4.5mn mt/yr, bringing the country’s
total import capacity to 14mn mt/yr.
Given the country’s gas deficit
further import capacity seems certain
to follow in coming years.
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PROJECT SPOTLIGHT:

DRIFTWOOD
LNG
Lake Charles
Driftwood LNG
Driftwood LNG

New Orleans

Houston

SOURCE:TELLURI AN

Driftwood LNG hit the news at the end of
last year with two announcements which
move the innovative LNG project closer
to a final investment decision (FID).

D

eveloper Tellurian announced that it had
entered into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Swiss trader Vitol
to supply 1.5mn mt/year of LNG and the Louisiana
Board of Commerce and Industry voted to grant
the project the first tranche of a tax break potentially worth more than $2bn over 10 years.
This good news built on some earlier positive
developments. As Henry Hub gas prices rose
above $4/mn Btu in late November, owing to higher winter demand following low injection rates
over the summer, prices went the other way at
the Waha gas hub in the Permian basin, falling as
low $0.25/mn Btu. Some instances were reported
of negative prices – producers actually paying to
have their gas taken away.
The reason is the US shale oil boom. Producing ever larger amounts of shale oil means ever
more production of associated shale gas. With
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limited regional take-away capacity, gas prices can
go negative because of restrictions on flaring.
This is important for Driftwood because
ever since it was proposed cheap feedstock has
been at the heart of the business case. Tellurian
expects to get its feedstock for the 27mn mt/yr
LNG project for next to nothing as shale plays see
associated gas production rise regardless of price.
Seen by many as too good to be true, the company can now point to the emergent price trend at
Waha as evidence of its argument.
Driftwood will be sited on the west bank
of the Calcasieu River in Louisiana and will be
owned by Tellurian’s wholly-owned subsidiary
Driftwood Holdings.
The front-end engineering and design (Feed)
study was completed in the first half of 2017
and engineering, procurement and construction
(EPC) agreements were struck in November
2017. Bechtel was awarded four turnkey contracts
worth $15.2bn covering the EPC and was also
Feed contractor.
Tellurian expects to receive a final environmental impact statement from the US Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission in first-quarter
2019 and to take FID in 1H 2019. Operations
could begin in 2023.
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LNG Plant Definitions & Features
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SOURCE:CH ART

750 tpd
450,000 gpd

4285 tpd
900k - 2.7MM gpd modules
*0.5 - 1.5 MMTPA

Driftwood will source its feed gas from the
existing interstate pipeline system, using a
proposed 96-mile pipeline capable of delivering 4bn ft3/d of natural gas. The pipeline will
have 13 interconnects and three compressor
stations. The first 74 miles of pipe will be 48inch diameter, gradually dropping down to 11
miles of 36-inch pipe and 3.5 miles of 30-inch
pipeline laterals.
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The plan is to build Driftwood in four phases and
the aim is to keep costs low, reversing a historic
trend for large LNG plants to get progressively more
expensive. The liquefaction technology is being provided by Chart Energy and Chemicals, while GE Oil
and Gas will supply the turbines and compressors.
This is where Driftwood gets innovative.
Chart’s mid-scale modular LNG concept challenges the idea that a large baseload LNG facility
provides the best economy of scale. By gradually
going large using smaller modular units, project
developers can reduce initial capital expenditure,
scaling the project up as market conditions allow,
and getting early cash flow returns.
The complex will comprise five LNG plants, each
one housing one gas pre-treatment unit for condensate and water removal, and four liquefaction units.
Each of the 20 liquefaction units at Driftwood will
produce up to 1.38mn mt/yr of LNG, using Chart’s
proprietary Integrated Pre-cooled Single Mixed
Refrigerant (IPSMR®) liquefaction technology.
The facility will use 20 GE refrigeration compressors and three 235,000 m3 storage tanks.
Three marine loading berths will be required.
The first phase comprises eight liquefaction
units, two storage tanks and a loading berth. The
second and third phases will add four liquefaction
units and one loading berth each. The fourth and final phase will involve the construction of four more
liquefaction units and other associated facilities.
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CONFERENCES &
EVENTS
Vienna, Austria 1
Houston, USA
1+5

3

Milan, Italy 2

Tokyo, Japan

Singapore
6+7
9

Jakarta, Indonesia 4
8

18th Annual LNG Conference

1

February 12
Houston, USA
spglobal.com/platts/en/events

LNGgc Asia

6

Global LNG Forum

2

February 19-20
Milan, Italy
lng-global.com/index.php

3

7

8

IndoGas 2019

4

February 19-20
Jakarta, Indonesia
indogas2019.i-eec.com

3rd Annual LNG USA Summit

5

February 27-28
Singapore, Singapore
energy.knect365.com/lnggc-asia

14th LNG Supplies for Asian Markets 2019

2nd CWC Japan LNG and Gas Summit
February 19-20
Tokyo, Japan
cwcjapanlng.com

Perth, Australia

9

March 6-7
Singapore, Singapore
lng-conference.com

Australasian Oil and Gas Exhibition and
Conference (AOG 2019)
March 13-15
Perth, Australia
aogexpo.com.au

3rd Papua New Guinea Petroleum &
Energy Summit
March 19-21
Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
pngsummit.com

February 26-27
Houston, USA
lng-usa.com
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CONFERENCE S & E V EN T S
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Netherlands 14

Vancouver, Canada
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Houston, USA
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Moscow, Russia

Vilnius, Lithuania
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16

March 20-21
Moscow, Russia
lngrussiacongress.com

16

LNG2019
April 1-5
Shanghai, China
lng2019.com

17

5th International LNG Congress

12

April 29-30
St Juliens, Malta
lngcongress.com

18

May 7-8
Vilnius, Lithuania
ceesslng.com

19

May 13-15
Amsterdam, Netherlands
energy.knect365.com/flame-conference

May 21-23
Vancouver, Canada
canadagaslng.com
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Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
lngamericas.cwclng.com

Iberia Gas & LNG Conference & Exhibition
2019
June 10-11
Madrid, Spain
iberiagas.com

September 9-12
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
wec24.org
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September 17-19
Houston, USA
gastechevent.com

China LNG & Gas

20

Canada Gas and LNG

15

CWC World LNG & Gas Series
Americas Summit

Gastech Exhibiton & Conference 2019

Flame

14

Shanghai, China

World Energy Congress

CEE Small-scale LNG Summit

13

11

Rio de Janerio, Brazil

LNG Congress Russia 2019

11

Beijing, China

Madrid, Spain 17
Abu Dhabi, 18
United Arab Emirates

10

20

October 16-17
Beijing, China
chinalngsummit.com

CWC World LNG Bunkering Summit

21
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November 5-6
Hamburg, Germany
cwclngbunkeringsummit.com
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LNG Canada:
Putting Canada
on the global map
of LNG exporting
countries
LNG Canada will deliver among the lowest
carbon-intensive LNG in the world, helping
to address global climate change. Our Project
showcases how industrial development can
co-exist with environmental stewardship and
gain unprecedented support from indigenous
peoples and local communities.

LNG NEWS: NEW MARKETS
PUTIN INAUGURATES RUSSIA’S FIRST
LNG IMPORT TERMINAL
GAS RECEIVING TERMINAL
Breakwater
Zaostrovye

Kaliningrad
Region

Kulikovo

Sokolniki

RUSSIA

Kaliningradskoye
underground gas
storage (UGS) facility
Romanovo

Roshchino
To Kaliningrad
Region’s gas
supply system

R

ussia’s president Vladimir Putin
inaugurated Russia’s first LNG
import terminal offshore Kaliningrad
January 8, and visited the connected
Kaliningradskoye salt-cavern gas storage site in the Russian enclave.
The import facility consists of a
gas receiving terminal situated 5 kilometres offshore in the Baltic Sea on a
728 metre C-shaped breakwater built

Marshal Vasilevskiy
floting storage and
regasification unit

Gas pipelines in operation
UGS Facilities
Technological hubs
SOURCE:GA ZPROM

in water depths of about 19 m, which
has a fixed marine berth. LNG will
be brought to the receiving terminal
by Russia’s first floating, storage and
regasification unit (FSRU) the iceclass Marshal Vasilevskiy, which has
reservoir capacity of 174,000 m3, and
annual send-out capacity of 3.7bn m3.
The terminal had a cool-down cargo delivered in December. Regasified

BANGLADESH TO OPEN
UP LNG IMPORTS

B

angladesh will soon allow the private
sector to import LNG, re-gasify it and
sell it to clients at prices to be negotiated between the two parties, the state
minister for power, energy and mineral
resources Nasrul Hamid said January
16. At the moment only the government can perform those functions.
A lawmaker for three straight
terms since 2008, Hamid has been
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serving as a state minister holding
the same portfolio for two consecutive terms since 2014.
Elaborating on the plan, Hamid
said the private sector, which can
include foreign entities, would be
allowed to build an LNG import
terminal, if necessary, to facilitate
business under a specific policy to be
formulated soon. Private operators
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LNG is sent from the terminal onshore by pipe, connecting to Kaliningradskoye, which was commissioned
in 2013 as Russia’s first salt cavern
gas storage site.
State gas company Gazprom said
the storage facility currently has four
reservoirs with working gas inventory
of 174mn m3. Plans are underway
to expand this to 14 reservoirs with
capacity of 800mn m3 by 2025.
Supplying gas to Kaliningrad by
sea is designed to provide a second
import option in the case of disruption to pipeline supplies. Pipeline
gas runs to the enclave, which is
bounded by Lithuania in the north
and Poland in the south, along the
Minsk-Vilnius-Kaunus-Kaliningrad
pipeline. No disruptions have occurred to this line so far.
Gazprom is also planning to commission the Vyborg LNG plant north
of St Petersburg on the Gulf of Finland to liquefy 660,000 metric tons/yr
(about 1bn m3/yr) for Kaliningrad.

would also be allowed to supply gas
through the state-run national gas
grid against payment of wheeling
charges, he added.
Demand for natural gas in industries and power plants is mounting
in line with the steady yearly growth
of gross domestic product (GDP),
which has been above 7% for the
last three years.
Bangladesh started importing
LNG in April 2018 with the arrival
of US Excelerate Energy’s Excellence with 136,000 m³ of lean LNG
from Qatar at Moheshkhali Island
terminal. State-run Petrobangla
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began imports from Qatar’s RasGas in a term contract last
September after successfully feeding regasified LNG to
consumers from August 18, 2018. At the moment, 300mn
ft³ of this gas are being supplied to the national grid to feed
consumers based in the industrial region around Chattogram and this volume is set to rise soon, said Hamid.

Bangladesh will need to import around 30mn metric
tons/yr of LNG to meet growing local demand by 2041
as domestic gas reserves are depleting fast, according to
government forecasts. Bangladesh’s domestic output is
hovering at around 2.75bn ft³/d against demand of around
4bn ft³/d, according to Petrobangla.

GREEK LNG
CAPACITY OPEN
SEASON SELLS
OUT

T

he first phase of the market test for capacity at the planned floating LNG terminal in
Alexandroupolis, north Greece, developed by
the Greek utility Gastrade, drew bids from 20
companies, Gastrade said January 2.
Their combined expressions of interest
totaled 12.2bn m³/ year of regasification and
pipeline capacity to the Greek gas transmission system. This is more than twice the
technical capacity of the project, which is

designed for 5.5bn m³/yr, it said. The project
will proceed to the binding bid phase once the
Greek energy regulator RAE has approved the
guidelines.
“The highly successful outcome of the
first phase of the market test and the great
interest expressed in the Alexandroupolis
LNG project by many important regional
and international gas players is an essential
step for the implementation of the project
and ultimately for the upgrade of the energy
position and the energy supply diversification
of Greece, Bulgaria and southeast Europe as
a whole,” said Gastrade CEO Konstantinos
Spyropoulos.
The first phase began October 30 and ended
December 31. The final investment decision had
been expected to be taken in early 2018. Investors in the project include FLNG operator Gaslog
and Greek importer and supplier Depa.

PAKISTAN’S FIRST IMPORT
TERMINAL ACHIEVES MILESTONE

E

ngro Elengy Terminal (EETPL), the owner of Pakistan’s first LNG import facility, has achieved
the milestone of completing the fastest 200 shipto-ship transfers of LNG at any terminal in the
world, Engro Corporation said January 2.
Since the start of operations almost four years
ago, the import terminal has supplied 200bn ft3 of
regasified LNG to Pakistan’s national grid, helping
to reduce the country’s gas deficit by 30%, Engro
said. The terminal has operated at Port Qasim
since March 2015.
In December, Engro Corporation announced closure of the deal signed in ear-
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ly-2018 for Vopak to acquire a 29% stake in
Elengy Terminal Pakistan, which wholly owns
Engro Elengy Terminal. Vopak has previously
said it would buy an additional stake in the
terminal, which would raise its share to 44%,
leaving Engro Corporation with 56%.
The facility has an LNG jetty, including a 7.5
km high-pressure gas pipeline. This pipeline is
connected to the grid of EETPL’s sole customer, the Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC), a
Pakistani government-owned entity. EETPL holds
a 15-year floating storage and regasification unit
(FSRU) time charter.
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PHILIPPINES
APPROVES PHOENIX,
CNOOC JV’S TERMINAL
PROJECT

T

anglawan Philippines LNG has been granted
an approval by the Philippines department
of energy to build the country’s first LNG import terminal.
However, the Philippine National Oil Company announced that it has terminated the process
to find a joint venture partner for its proposed
LNG hub in the country.
Tanglawan Philippines LNG plans to start
work on its 2.2mn mt/yr terminal this year, with
commercial operations targeted to start by 2023,
Manila-listed Phoenix Petroleum said January 11.
Tanglawan Philippines LNG is a joint venture between China’s Cnooc Gas & Power and Phoenix
Petroleum.

LNG TO FUEL P
VIETNAMESE
POWER
PLANTS

The integrated long-term project plan also
aims to develop a gas-fired power generation
facility with up to 2 GW installed capacity,
Phoenix said.
In addition to Tanglawan, First Gen Corporation
in partnership with Tokyo Gas, and US company
Excelerate Energy were also in the race, with
all three initially proposing 5mn mt/yr capacity
terminals. The DOE said earlier in the process that
3.4mn mt/yr would be enough to feed existing
gas-fired plants, while 1.6mn mt/yr would be allotted for capacity expansion.
The southeast Asian country has been encouraging global investors to build LNG infrastructure
as it needs to keep gas-fired generating assets
viable – and attract new investment. Malampaya,
the country’s only commercial gas field, is expected to deplete in the next five or six years.
Approval for the LNG terminal project of Energy World Corporation (EWC) to advance to the
implementation phase was received in December,
but the DOE qualified that the project is intended
solely for own use of a proposed 650-MW gasfired power plant. EWC is still seeking funding for
the power plant.

etroVietnam Gas (PV Gas) has
signed an agreement to supply
regasified LNG to PetroVietnam Power Corporation’s (PV Power) Nhon
Trach 3 and 4 power plants, PV Gas
said January 10. The power plants,
with a combined capacity of 1.5 GW,
will the first in the country to use
imported gas for power generation,
PV Gas added.
Vietnam’s first LNG receiving
terminal, Thi Vai, is being developed by LNG Vietnam, in which
PV Gas holds a 51% stake. LNG
Vietnam was established in August
2016. In addition to PV Gas, Bitexco
owns 39% and Tokyo Gas 10% in
LNG Vietnam.
The Thi Vai terminal will initially have a capacity of 1mn mt/
yr and is expected to come online
by 2021-2022, PV Gas said, adding
that the terminal’s capacity could
be expanded to 3mn mt/yr by 2025.
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The feasibility study and front-end
engineering design (Feed) for the
Thi Vai LNG terminal located in the
southern province of Ba Ria-Vung Tau,
has been completed.
Vietnam is also looking to build a
second LNG terminal, Son My, which
is expected to be ready between
2023 and 2025.
PV Gas stated that domestic gas
supplies are shrinking, and Vietnam
will face a shortage of over 2bn m3/
yr by 2023, which is expected to rise
to 7bn m3/yr by 2030 and 9bn m3/yr
by 2035. The company said LNG will
play an important role in bridging the
supply gap.
Under the government’s revised
National Power Development Plan
VII, Vietnam is looking to increase its
total power generation capacity to
around 129.5 GW by 2030. Of this
19 GW will come from power plants
fired by gas.
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US LNG EXPORTS SURGE
US LNG Exports by liquefaction terminal (Feb 2016 - Dec 2018)
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S exports of LNG continue to rise
as more capacity comes on line
and plants run above baseload, the
US Energy Information Administration (EIA) said in its weekly report
January 17.
It sees exports highest at times
of peak domestic demand, with less
LNG leaving the country in spring
and autumn, but the surge has had
little impact on Henry Hub monthahead prices so far. The price of the
12-month strip averaging February
2019 through January 2020 futures
contracts was in mid-January still –
just – below $3/mn Btu.
In November and December last
year, LNG exports broke consecutive monthly records with 32 and
36 cargoes exported, as new trains
at Cheniere Energy’s Sabine Pass
and Corpus Christi facilities began
production in late November.
EIA estimates that US LNG
exports averaged 3.6bn ft³/d in
November and 3.9bn ft³/d in Decem-
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ber, based on vessel shipping data
provided by Bloomberg Finance.
December’s volume, if annualised,
is equivalent to 1.42 trillion ft3/yr or
40.3bn m³/yr.
US exports from the lower 48
states – in other words excluding
the small Alaskan plant at Kenai –
began in February 2016, at Sabine
Pass. Since then, Dominion Energy’s Cove Point LNG export facility
started up in Maryland, and Corpus
Christi Train 1 began LNG production
several months ahead of schedule in
December.
Existing US LNG nominal
baseload liquefaction capacity is
estimated at 4.25bn ft³/d (43.9bn
m3/yr or 32.3 million metric tons/
yr) and peak capacity at 4.87bn
ft³/d across seven trains at three
liquefaction terminals.
Once the remaining facilities
under construction – Elba Island,
Cameron, and Freeport – and the remaining two trains at Corpus Christi,
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are placed in service, EIA estimates
that US nominal baseload liquefaction capacity will stand at 9.6bn ft³/d
(99.2bn m3/yr or 72.9mn mt/yr) and
peak capacity at 10.7bn ft³/d.
EIA estimates that the Sabine
Pass facility has been running above
100% of its nominal baseload liquefaction capacity in the winter months
and near 100% of its baseload capacity in the summer months.
In winter 2017–18 Sabine Pass
operated at an estimated 107% of
the nominal baseload and 92% of
peak capacity; in the summer 2018
these figures were 97% and 83%,
respectively. For the whole of 2018,
Sabine Pass utilisation is estimated
at 106% of the baseload and 91% of
peak capacity. Cove Point terminal
also ran above 90% of its baseload
capacity in November–December
2018, with an overall use of 67% of
baseload and 62% of peak capacity
since the facility started operation in
March 2018.
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EQUINOR HOPEFUL OF
TANZANIA OUTCOME

N

orwegian oil and gas producer Equinor, the
operator of Tanzania’s deep-sea natural gas
Block 2, is confident that the government will
extend the company’s rights to the asset, despite
its recent failure to secure an extension.
The state-run company is the operator with a
65% working interest in the block offshore Tanzania; its partner is US major ExxonMobil with a
35% stake. In June 2018, the partners discovered
more gas to take the total amount of the recoverable resources to 23 trillion ft3.
Shell, the operator in another partnership
that includes UK’s Ophir Energy and Singapore’s
Pavilion, has about 16 trillion ft3 of gas, also offshore Tanzania.
The two partnerships plan jointly to set up a
liquefaction and export facility at Lindi, on Tanzania’s southeast coast.
However, it emerged on January 15 that
Equinor and Shell had lost almost all their rights
to the assets after they failed to secure government extensions to them. An Equinor spokesperson was optimistic that the company’s rights
would be restored, saying “Equinor has received
necessary assurances that this licence will be
renewed in due course.”
Equinor has been in Tanzania since 2007 when
the company signed a production sharing agreement for Block 2 with the Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation (TPDC), the national oil
company. TPDC has the right to participate with a
10% interest.
The two partnerships plan to invest $30bn
in building a liquefaction and export terminal at
Lindi. Progress towards the signing of a host government agreement (HGA) has been slow, in part
because Tanzania’s president, John Magufuli, has
demanded a higher share of the proceeds from
the resource. However, in December, Magufuli
gave government negotiators the go-ahead to
resume negotiations on the HGA.
“It is important to Equinor that the Tanzanian gas resources are developed in a way that
benefits all parties, and most of all Tanzania,” said
Equinor. “Together with our partner ExxonMobil in
Block 2 and with TPDC as the licence holder, we
see the need to agree on a commercial contract
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In total, Tanzania has
about 57 trillion ft³ of
recoverable gas, which
could theoretically produce
close to 60 million metric
tons/yr of LNG for 20 years.
for the LNG plant in Lindi. This will allow Tanzania
to benefit from the value of the resources in a
timely manner. We have progressed our planning
to a point where this is the next logical step and
we are very happy that the government of Tanzania agrees with this.”
In total, Tanzania has about 57 trillion ft³ of recoverable gas, which could theoretically produce
close to 60 million metric tons/yr of LNG for 20
years. The bulk of the gas currently being extracted, mostly from offshore fields in the south of the
country, is used to feed 607 MW of the country’s
1.367 GW electricity generation capacity. This
has helped the economy save some 23 Tanzanian
shillings ($10bn) in 13 years; money that would
have been spent on diesel and heavy fuel oil
imports, according to a statement issued by TPDC
in March 2018.
When fully operational, the LNG export facility
at Lindi will be the biggest gas-related investment in Tanzania and expand the socio-economic
benefits accruing to the country. TPDC, in January
2016, secured the title deed for 2,071 hectares of
land where the plant will be built. The company is
seeking an advisory firm to assist it in the contract
negotiations with Equinor and ExxonMobil.
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QUEENSLAND SEES RECORD
LNG EXPORTS IN 2018

LNG CANADA
CONTRACTS CLOSE TO
$1BN MARK

L

NG Canada said January 21 the value of contracts and subcontracts awarded since it took a
final investment decision (FID) on its C$40bn project
in Kitimat, BC is approaching C$1bn (US$752mn).
As of end-December, the five-company consortium headed by Anglo-Dutch major Shell had
awarded more than $937mn worth of contracts
and subcontracts to First Nations enterprises and
other businesses across Canada.
The total includes $175mn in contracts to local
First Nations businesses, $155mn in contracts to
local businesses – including First Nations businesses – in the District of Kitimat and $200mn
to BC businesses outside the local area. The
contracts extend across Canada, with nearly
$400mn in contracts and subcontracts approved
for businesses outside BC.
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Queensland LNG Exports (mn mt)
2017

2018

CHINA

S. KORE A

2.28

1.63

3.90

3.22

11.59

he three LNG export projects in the Australian state of
Queensland shipped record amounts of LNG in 2018,
the latest data published in January by Gladstone Ports
Corporation showed.
ConocoPhillips-Origin Energy Australia Pacific LNG (APLNG)
terminal, Shell’s Queensland Curtis LNG and the Santos-led Gladstone LNG project together shipped 20.57 million metric tons of
LNG last year from Port of Gladstone, up 1.7% year on year.
Exports to China were 14.24mn mt in 2018, compared with
11.59mn mt in 2017, an increase of almost 23%. South Korea
took 3.22mn mt of LNG last year, compared with 3.9mn mt
in 2017, a drop of almost 18%, while exports to Japan were
1.63mn mt in 2018, a drop of 40% on 2017, the data showed.
Australia’s LNG exports have been steadily increasing
owing to the start up of major projects. The country became
the world’s largest exporter of LNG during November with
total shipments at 6.6mn mt, advisory firm EnergyQuest said
in December.

14.24

T

JAPAN

“What these contracts and subcontracts
represent is tremendous opportunity for individuals to find employment on the LNG Canada
project through our contractors and subcontractors,” Susannah Pierce, LNG Canada’s director,
external relations, said. “For First Nations communities, it is delivering on the opportunities we
have committed to that will assist the Nations
address issues of poverty, unemployment and
skills development. For local communities,
it is the opportunity for young people to find
employment that allows them to remain living
in the north.”
During October – the first month after FID was
taken and the first month of construction on the
project – 249 workers from the local Kitimat area,
including First Nations, were employed by LNG
Canada or one of its contractors.
By the end of construction on the project,
which includes the first two trains of a liquefaction
facility at Kitimat and the $6.1bn Coastal GasLink
pipeline stretching 670 km from Dawson Creek to
Kitimat, an estimated 10,000 Canadians will have
been employed by LNG Canada, Coastal GasLink
or their respective contractors.
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US GULF
CONNECTOR
IN SERVICE:
WILLIAMS

U

S-based gas infrastructure developer Williams said in January that
its Gulf Connector Project has been
placed in full service, providing 475
million ft3/day of delivery capacity
from its Transco system to a pair of
LNG export terminals in Texas.
“Since 2017, Williams has now
added more than 2bn ft3/day of
capacity to directly serve global LNG
export facilities,” Williams CEO Alan
Armstrong said.
“Projects like Gulf Connector,
which leverage existing gas pipeline
infrastructure, make it possible to
connect abundant domestic supply
with emerging international markets,

VENTURE GLOBAL
URGES CALCASIEU PASS
APPROVAL

V

enture Global LNG said in a January
15 filing to the US Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (Ferc) that commission action to approve its 10.8 million
metric tons/yr Calcasieu Pass LNG facility
in Louisiana by January 22 was “critically
important”. It did not suggest that a delay
was in the cards, a week before the approval fell due.
Venture Global filed its application for
the facility in September 2015, and received
a final environmental impact statement in
October 2018. In August 2018, Ferc issued
a statement indicating that it anticipated
issuing the final order for the project on
January 22, 2019. No announcement by
Ferc had been forthcoming by January 22,
or when LNG Condensed went to press.
“Significant” financial commitments
to vendors and suppliers have been
made, Venture Global said in its filing,
largely in the expectation that Ferc would
act “on a timely basis” and in accordance
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giving a boost to the US economy
while helping meet the world’s increasing demand for clean energy.”
Gulf Connector involved adding
three new compressor stations on
the Transco system in Texas and
making modifications to allow for
bi-directional flows on a portion of the
Transco system between Louisiana
and south Texas.
The expansion will provide 75mn
ft3/day of capacity to the 13.5mn
metric tons/year Freeport LNG terminal on Quintana Island, Texas, and
400mn ft3/day of capacity to Cheniere Energy’s 22.5mn mt/yr Corpus
Christi project.

with its public pronouncements regarding
approval timing.
“The project is unquestionably consistent with the public interest,” the company
said in its January 15 request, noting that
over the last four years it has provided all the
information requested by Ferc staff and complied with all applicable requirements. “The
project has consistently been strongly
supported by the State of Louisiana and local
interests and has encountered almost no
opposition of any kind during the abundant
opportunities for public input,” it said.
The export facility, Venture Global
said, has secured binding 20-year offtake
agreements for 8mn mt/yr of LNG from
Anglo-Dutch major Shell, BP, Edison,
Portugal’s Galp, Repsol and Poland’s
PGNiG. All that is preventing a start to
construction, the company says, is Ferc’s
authorisation.
“The project is more advanced, commercially and financially, than most other
proposed Gulf-coast LNG projects,” the
company said. “With very strong community support, almost no opposition, and
having satisfied all safety and environmental criteria over a more than four-year long
regulatory process, the project now should
be approved in accordance with the commission’s announced schedule.”
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KOGAS 2018 GAS SALES UP BY 12.6%

S

outh Korea’s state-owned Kogas sold 36.219
million metric tons (48bn m³) of natural gas in
2018, up 12.6% year on year, it said January 10.
Sales to the city gas sector increased 7.7%
year on year to 19.813mn mt as both residential
and industrial demand rose, it said. Kogas sold
16.406mn mt of natural gas to power generators,
up 19.1% on 2017.

The state-owned company is the one of
the world’s largest LNG importing entities and
operates four receiving terminals in South Korea
at Incheon, Pyeongtaek, Tongyeong and Samcheok. The Incheon terminal is the country’s
main import facility and imports and regasifies
about 36% of South Korea’s LNG, Kogas said
last year.

INDIA’S DECEMBER
LNG IMPORTS UP 4.7%
YEAR ON YEAR

I

ndia’s LNG imports rose in December by 4.7%
year on year after witnessing a decline in the
previous two months.
The south Asian nation imported the LNG
equivalent of 2.12bn m3 of pipeline gas (about

TURKEY’S
GAS IMPORTS
DIP IN
OCTOBER

T

urkey’s gas imports in October
were 3.71bn m³, down 10.4% on
October 2017, while demand was
down 15.4%, according to the latest
data from Turkey’s energy regulator
EPDK. The fall in imports is similar to
the 10.85% fall reported in September, while the drop in demand was
considerably higher than the 2.75%
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1.7mn metric tons LNG) in December, according to
data published January 22 by the Indian oil ministry’s Petroleum Planning and Analysis Cell (PPAC).
During the first nine months of the present
financial year that began April 1, cumulative imports were 20.71bn m3, up 7.7% year-on-year.
India’s LNG imports in the previous financial
year were the highest ever at 26.4bn m³, up
7% from the year before, according to PPAC
data. On an annualised basis, imports in the
first nine months of the fiscal year suggest India will marginally exceed those in the previous
fiscal year.

drop reported in September. The figures suggest that Ankara is continuing its policy of reducing its trade and
current account deficits.
Turkey’s gas-fired power sector
used 17.6% less gas year on year in
October, compared with 7.48% less
year on year in September. Its biggest
combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT)
used 25.2% less gas year on year,
and 15.8% less than in September.
The figures appear to confirm
reports that the greatly increased
prices being charged for gas for
power by state gas importer Botas
are succeeding in their aim of reducing gas burn. CCGT operators have
complained that they are unable to
operate at a profit and are hoping that
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colder winter weather will help them
avoid possible bankruptcy.
The data also confirm that Turkey
is continuing to increase imported
volumes of gas from Azerbaijan,
despite overall imports and demand
falling sharply. Botas bought 0.771bn
m³ from Azerbaijan, up 48.94%
on October 2017, compared with
sharp falls in imports from its two
other pipeline suppliers Russia and
Iran. There was also a strong rise in
imports from Turkey’s two long-term
LNG suppliers, Algeria and Nigeria.
Imports from Russia were reported as 1.647bn m³, down 31.4%, with
imports from Iran down 18.7% at
0.588bn m³. LNG imports from Algeria were reported as 0.504bn m³,
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up 98%; and from Nigeria 0.197bn
m³, up 84.4%.
The rise in Azerbaijan imports
follows the commissioning in July of
the first phase of the Tanap pipeline,
which will eventually supply Turkey
with 6bn m³/yr of Azeri gas in addition
to the up to 6.6bn m³/yr it has been
receiving since late 2006.
The fall in Iranian volumes comes
after pressure from Washington on
Turkey to reduce oil and gas imports
from Iran. The sharp rise in LNG
imports from Algeria and Nigeria may
reflect the need to catch up with
take-or-pay commitments. Botas holds
long-term fixed contracts for 4.4bn

m³/yr and 1.3bn m³/yr respectively
with the two African LNG producers,
but bought a lot of cheap Qatari LNG
over the summer.
However, the sharp fall in Russian imports is due almost entirely
to the continuing problems faced
by the seven private companies
which import Russian gas via the
western Transbalkan pipeline. Imports by the seven in October
were down 41.8% year on year at
0.420bn m³, against a fall of only
3.7% in imports by Botas.
Only one company, Enerco, registered a rise in imports while one
importer, Bosphorus Gaz, reported

CNOOC LNG
TERMINALS SEE
RECORD IMPORT
LEVELS

C

nooc Gas and Power, a unit of state-owned Cnooc, said
in January that its Zhuhai LNG terminal unloaded and
processed a record 2.33mn metric tons of LNG in 2018, up
44.7% year on year.
The terminal, located in China’s Guangdong province, has capacity of 3.5mn mt/yr and supplies gas to
the cities of Guangzhou, Foshan, Zhuhai, Zhongshan and
Jiangmen. Cnooc Gas and Power has proposed to double
the terminal’s capacity.
Meanwhile, the company’s Zhejiang LNG terminal,
located near the city of Ningbo in the eastern Chinese province of Zhejiang, unloaded 5.47 million metric tons of LNG
in 2018, up 52% year on year.
The terminal received 80 vessels during 2018, an increase of 51% over 2017, the company said. Cnooc Gas and
Power has a 51% stake in the terminal. The other shareholders are Zhejiang Energy Company (29%) and Ningbo
Power (20%).
Cnooc Gas and Power’s Tianjin LNG terminal processed
record volumes of LNG January 9, setting a new daily record, the company said January 15. The terminal, located in
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no imports at all for the second
month running. Industry insiders
have been saying for some months
that several of the private importers are facing serious problems
meeting their take-or-pay commitments with Russian state-owned
gas company Gazprom, having been
undercut by Botas.
Sector officials claim that the prospect of possible bankruptcy of several
of the importers and loss of income for
Gazprom have prompted the Russian
giant to press for the privately-held
contracts to be transferred to Botas,
which had to auction them off some
years ago to create competition.

Tianjin prefecture in north eastern China, processed 28,700
metric tons of LNG on the day.
The company said the terminal had processed in excess
of 25,000 mt of LNG in the previous six days due to strong
gas demand in northern China where temperatures have
consistently been well below normal. Since the start of
2019, Tianjin terminal has unloaded 198,000 mt of LNG,
Cnooc Gas and Power added.
Cnooc Gas and Power is also building additional tanks at
Tianjin. It will build six 220,000 m3 LNG storage tanks, 12
gasifiers, 12 high-pressure pumps and three low-temperature compressors and ancillary facilities. The project will be
partially operational in 2021 and will be fully ready in 2022.
Tianjin terminal is expected to have 7.25mn mt/yr LNG processing capacity by 2030, up for 3.21mn mt/yr in 2018.
Cnooc Gas and Power also announced in January that it
has started trail operations at its Fangchenggang LNG facility in Guangxi autonomous region in southern China, bordering Vietnam. The Fangchenggang terminal is a small facility
with 0.6mn mt/yr of LNG receiving capacity. It will not be
equipped with regasification facilities and LNG unloaded by
coastal tanker will be further distributed by LNG trucks.
Cnooc Gas and Power said it is also looking to distribute
LNG by rail. Fangchenggang has two 30,000 m3 storage
tanks, a 50,000 mt liquid chemical terminal and supporting
facilities.
Cnooc Gas and Power operates nine LNG regasification
terminals at Tianjin, Shanghai, Ningbo, Putian, Yuedong,
Dapeng, Zhuhai, Hainan and Shenzhen, most of which are
part-owned by others. The company has started work on its
10th terminal.
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H-ENERGY TO START
WORK ON EAST INDIA
TERMINAL: REPORT

M

umbai-based H-Energy will start work on the proposed LNG
receiving terminal in the eastern Indian state of West Bengal
by mid-2019, CEO Darshan Hiranandani said during an event in
Kolkata January 9, newspaper Businessline reported.
The rupees 37bn ($530mn) project will supply regasified LNG to
West Bengal as well as to neighbouring Bangladesh. The first phase
of the project comprises a regasification terminal at Kukrahati in
the Purba Medinipur district of West Bengal, at an estimated cost
of rupees 15bn.
In the second phase, which will cost rupees 22bn, H-Energy will
build a pipeline from Haldia in West Bengal to the India-Bangladesh
border, and a smaller city gate station on the outskirts of Kolkata for
supply of city gas, the newspaper reported.
According to Hiranandani, construction work is expected to begin in June or July this year and should be completed over the next
18 months.
“We have decided on a model that will have transloading at
Paradip [in Odisha state], and from there the gas will be brought via
smaller vessels to the re-gasification terminal at Kukrahati for faster
execution,” he told reporters. “We have also got court clearance to
go ahead with the gas supply line to Bangladesh. Construction work
will begin shortly.”

INDIA’S BPCL
REVIVES TERMINAL
PLAN: REPORT

I

ndian state-owned Bharat Petroleum Corporation
(BPCL) may revive its plan to build an LNG import
terminal, newspaper Mint reported in January, citing
two sources.
The terminal may have an initial capacity of 1-3
million metric tons/year, which could be expanded to 5mn mt/yr. “BPCL is currently deliberating
its options for setting up the LNG terminal. It is
exploring locations on both the east and west
coasts,” the first source told the newspaper, adding BPCL may invest rupees 20bn (about $300mn)
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Initial capacity of the terminal will be 3
million metric tons/year, which can be expanded to 5mn mt/yr depending on demand, the
newspaper said.
H-Energy currently has a 2mn mt/yr longterm supply contract with Bangladesh, Businessline reported. Supply to Bangladesh will
start at 0.5mn mt/yr, and later scale up. The
remaining gas will be used for city gas projects
in West Bengal.
In February last year, H-Energy signed a term
agreement for LNG supply with Malaysia’s stateowned company Petronas.
In addition to the West Bengal terminal,
the company is also developing a terminal on
the west coast. The Jaigarh floating terminal is
expected to start full commercial operations later
this year, Hiranandani said.
The terminal was supposed to come online
last year. The FSRU GDF Suez Cape Ann arrived
at Jaigarh Port in the western Indian state of
Maharashtra last May. FSRU GDF Suez Cape
Ann is owned by Hoegh LNG, but on charter to
France’s Engie, which had sub-chartered it to
China’s Cnooc for the last two winters for use at
the Chinese port of Tianjin.
A 60-km pipeline, built at a cost of rupees 4bn
and expected to be operational from May onwards, will connect the 4mn mt/yr terminal at the
port of Jaigarh to the national gas grid at Dabhol.

in the project. The terminal could be in Mangalore
on the west coast, or in Kakinada, Krishnapatnam
or Gangavaram on the east coast.
BPCL recently formed a wholly-owned gas
subsidiary Bharat Gas Resources in order to focus
on natural gas as a separate business. The second
source told Mint that the company might also
look at booking capacity in other LNG terminals in
the country. A company spokesperson, however,
told the newspaper that it is not considering any
such proposal.
BPCL is also a co-promoter of India’s biggest
LNG importer Petronet LNG, along with Indian
Oil, ONGC and Gail. It is also a co-promoter
of four city gas distribution companies — Indraprastha Gas in Delhi with Gail; Sabarmati Gas
in Gujarat with Gujarat State Petroleum; Maharashtra Natural Gas and Central Uttar Pradesh
Gas with Gail.
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CHINA’S 2018 GAS IMPORTS UP 32%
Asian LNG imports boosted by
China and India
Japan

South Korea

China

India

SOURCE: BP
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C

hina’s natural gas imports in 2018 saw 31.9% yearon-year growth. According to Chinese customs
department data published January 14, the country
imported 90.38mn metric tons of natural gas (pipeline and LNG) last year.
In December, Asia’s biggest economy imported
a record 9.23mn mt of gas, the customs department
data said without providing a year-on-year comparison.
The country imported record volumes of LNG in
2018 as demand for gas remained strong, owing to
households and industries switching from coal to gas
for heating purposes.
According to customs data released January 23,
China imported 53.78mn metric tons of LNG last
year, up 41.2% on 2017. In December, China imported
6.29mn mt of LNG, up 25.9% year on year, the customs data showed.
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he average price of spot-LNG
imported into Japan contracted in December 2018 was $9.2/mn
Btu, down 9.8% year-on-year, the
country’s trade ministry (Meti) said
January 15.
The price was down 14.8%
month-on-month. Meti prices are ‘delivered ex ship’ in Japan, or else are
converted into a ‘DES’ equivalent.
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Meti also published January
15 official average arrivals-based
prices each month for spot LNG
cargoes. Latest figures show that
December arrivals’ average value
was $10.6/mn Btu, down from $11.5
for November.
Japan’s LNG imports in 2018 fell
0.9% year-on-year to 82.8mn mt, according to provisional data published
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by the country’s finance ministry
January 23. Japan is world’s largest
LNG importer.
In 2017, it bought 83.63mn mt, up
0.4% from the year before, ahead of
China which last year overtook South
Korea to become the second biggest
importer. In December, Japan imported 7.25mn mt of LNG, down almost
9% year-on-year.
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OZ WOODSIDE’S 4Q
REVENUES IMPROVE

A

ustralia’s Woodside January 17 said its revenue during the
three months that ended December 31 rose 43% yearon-year to US$1.42bn thanks to higher production and prices.
Woodside’s 4Q production was 24.1 million barrels of
oil equivalent, up 10% year on year, while output for the full
year was 91.4mn boe, up 8% on 2017. Its full year revenue
was US$5.2bn, up 32% on year.
Woodside CEO Peter Coleman said the base business
turned in another strong performance in 4Q, with Wheatstone’s production continuing to exceed expectations and
Pluto achieving 99.7% reliability.
“A highlight of the quarter was the start-up of the Greater Western Flank Phase 2 project in October, six months
ahead of schedule and US$630 million under total budget,”
he said. “In addition to the outstanding result in delivering

Greater Western Flank Phase 2, we achieved significant
milestones in the development of our next wave of projects, which will underpin Woodside’s future growth.”
Woodside is proposing a brownfield expansion of the
Pluto LNG facility, including construction of a second LNG
train with a targeted capacity of 5mn mt/yr, to facilitate development of the Scarborough gas resource. The company
is also undertaking the Browse to North West Shelf project.
The plan is to produce gas from the offshore Browse area
through the gas production vessels (FPSOs) and then pipe
it for processing to the existing onshore North West Shelf
liquefaction complex.
Coleman further said that Woodside is converting the
preliminary agreement signed in 4Q 2018 to a fully-termed,
binding agreement for the processing of Browse gas
through the North West Shelf’s Karratha gas plant.
Meanwhile, the company said it expects 2019 annual
production to be between 88mn boe and 94mn boe. Woodside said its investment expenditure for 2019 is expected to
be between US$1.6bn and US$1.7bn.

GAZPROM, MITSUI
DISCUSS RUSSIAN
LNG PLANS
he CEOs of Russian state gas giant Gazprom and
Japan’s Mitsui & Co, Alexei Miller and Masami Iijima
respectively, met in Moscow January 22 to discuss the
status of their co-operation in LNG.
Topics included current issues related to bilateral
collaboration, including the Sakhalin II project, also known
as Sakhalin Energy, the 51% Gazprom-owned project in
Russia’s far east. The CEOs also considered other avenues
for co-operation, paying particular attention to the Baltic
LNG project, a Gazprom statement said.
The project would give Gazprom another way of supplying LNG to Kaliningrad which is a small Russia enclave on
the Baltic Sea bordered by Lithuania and Poland. Kaliningrad
saw its first LNG import terminal inaugurated earlier in
January.
Anglo-Dutch Shell is a partner of Gazprom in Sakhalin
Energy and has for some years been discussing expansion
of the project, but so far without reaching a decision. The
plant is anyway functioning better than expected, beating
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nameplate capacity. Shell is also working with Gazprom on
front end engineering and design for Baltic LNG.
Last summer Japanese firm Itochu signed a memorandum of understanding with Gazprom concerning its possible involvement in the 10mn mt/yr project, which would be
its first such investment in Russia.
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INDONESIA’S I
MEDCO TO
ACQUIRE
OPHIR

ndonesia’s Medco is to buy 100%
of UK independent Ophir through
its subsidiary Medco Global at an
improved price of £0.55 ($0.72)/
share, the three companies said
January 30. The deal values Ophir
at £390.6mn and is at a premium of
some 65.7% to the share’s £0.332
closing price December 28, the day
before the offer was announced. The
bid was substantially raised January
28 when Ophir rejected £0.485/share.
The deal will be funded from
Medco’s cash resources, topped up
by a loan from Standard Chartered
advanced under a prior agreement.
The deal now needs three quarters of the shareholders to approve
it, and court sanction, as well as
clearance from the relevant authorities in Tanzania.
Ophir’s board said the terms
were fair and reasonable, and in the
best interests of shareholders. The
board recommended that they vote
in favour of the plan at the court
meeting and the resolutions to be

AUSTRALIA’S OIL
SEARCH SEES 2018
REVENUES RISE

A

ustralian oil and gas explorer Oil Search
January 22 reported a 6% year-on-year rise in
its 2018 sales revenue, owing to higher LNG and
gas prices.
Total revenue for the year was US$1.54bn,
compared with US$1.45bn in 2017. Revenue
during the three months that ended December
31 was US$503.1mn, up from US$389mn in the
same quarter of the previous year, Oil Search said.
Oil Search’s 2018 production was 25.2
million barrels of oil equivalent, down 17% yearon-year. During 4Q production was 7.4mn boe,
compared with 7.5mn boe in the corresponding
quarter of 2018.
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proposed at the general meeting. It
is expected that the takeover will
take effect in the first half of the
year, if all goes to plan.
Medco CEO Roberto Lorato said
the scale, diversification and growth
opportunities of the deal, and its “attractive upfront premium for Ophir”
would strengthen “Medco’s position
as a leading independent oil and gas
player in southeast Asia. In Medco’s view, the combined business
will hold a more balanced regional
portfolio of producing and development assets, better able to withstand
macroeconomic volatility, and will
have meaningful production and cash
flows to improve Medco’s credit position and the ongoing development of
the portfolio.”
Ophir chairman Bill Schrader said
the deal delivers upfront value in
cash to Ophir shareholders for the
strategy that the directors set out in
September 2018, and the Ophir board
intends to recommend the transaction unanimously.

“While the first half was impacted materially
by the February 2018 PNG Highlands earthquake,
production recovered strongly in the second half,
with the PNG LNG Project producing at an annualised rate of 8.8mn mt/yr, its highest-ever half-year
rate,” the company said.
Oil Search had cut its production guidance
for 2018 following the Papua New Guinea
earthquake to 23mn boe-26mn boe. Prior to the
earthquake, Oil Search had been expecting to
produce 28.5mn boe-30.5mn boe in 2018. For
2019, Oil Search expects to produce 28mn boe31.5mn boe.
Oil Search said the Papua LNG joint venture
participants and the PNG government hope to
finalise both the Papua LNG and the P’nyang Gas
agreements before the end of March 2019, which
will enable an integrated front-end engineering
and design (Feed) entry decision to be taken for
the proposed three-train LNG expansion.
Two trains will be supplied with gas from the
Elk-Antelope fields, while one train is underpinned
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by gas from the existing PNG LNG fields and the
P’nyang field. Papua LNG and PNG LNG joint venture parties reached broad alignment in early 2018
on the preferred downstream concept for the next
phase of LNG development in PNG.
In November, the Papua LNG joint venture participants entered into a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the PNG government for the
development of the Papua LNG project.

Papua LNG is PNG’s second LNG project.
It is a joint venture which includes affiliates of
Total (operator), ExxonMobil, and Oil Search.
The PNG LNG project, which is in operation,
is operated by ExxonMobil. Santos, National
Petroleum Company of PNG, JX Nippon Oil and
Gas Exploration Company, Mineral Resources
Development and Oil Search also hold interests
in the project.

SHELL COMPLETES STAKE
ACQUISITION IN INDIAN TERMINAL

A

nglo-Dutch major Shell has completed the acquisition of a 26% equity interest in the Hazira
LNG and Port venture in India from France’s Total,
it said January 9 without disclosing the value of
the deal. This acquisition brings Shell’s equity
interest in the venture to 100%. The deal was
originally announced in late August 2018. Total
picked up the 26% stake in March 2004.
“The move allows Shell to build an integrated gas value chain: supply from its global LNG
portfolio, regasification at the Hazira facility, and
downstream customer sales. It further enables
Shell to contribute towards India’s long-term
need for more and cleaner energy solutions,” the
company said. “Having commercial and operational flexibility over Hazira will further enable Shell to

offer better customer value propositions and build
a pan-India gas business.”
Hazira LNG and Port comprises two companies: Hazira LNG operates the 5mn mt/yr LNG
regasification terminal in the western Indian state
of Gujarat, while Hazira Port manages a direct
berthing multi-cargo port at Hazira.
“Fifteen years ago, Shell invested in the Hazira
project – the single largest foreign direct investment for India in the energy sector at the time.
I am very proud that as a 100% shareholder, we
will now be able to utilise this great infrastructure
asset to its full potential and help provide much
needed gas to serve the growing energy needs of
India,” said Ajay Shah, vice president Shell Energy
Asia.

SINOPEC CAPS LNG PRICE
FOR WINTER SEASON

C

hinese state-owned Sinopec said January 9 that it had
capped the price of gas sold at its LNG receiving terminals during the ongoing winter season at the peak price
achieved in December. It said this was to maintain the supply of natural gas during the heating season and reflect the
company’s social responsibility obligations. China’s winter
season runs from November to March.
Sinopec operates three receiving terminals at Tianjin,
Beihai and Qingdao. In its statement Sinopec did not
provide any information about the highest price recorded
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in December 2018, nor did it say if the cap applies to LNG
received at all the three terminals or any individual terminal
or any two terminals.
However, Reuters reported the that ceiling applies
to LNG prices from its Tianjin and Qingdao terminals. The
news agency also said, citing data from consultancy Zibo
Longzhong Information Group, that the highest price from
Sinopec’s Tianjin terminal was yuan 5,330/mt ($15/mn Btu)
in December, while the factory gate price from the Qingdao
terminal was yuan 5,400/mt ($15.3/mn Btu).
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CANADIAN POLICE
BREACH BLOCKADE,
14 ARRESTS

M

embers of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) on January 7 breached one of
two blockades established by members of the
Wet’suwet’en First Nation in British Columbia.
They had been preventing representatives of
Coastal GasLink (CGL) from gaining access to the
pipeline right-of-way. By early evening, 14 persons
had been arrested at the blockade, RCMP said in
a statement.
CGL is the pipeline being built by TransCanada
to serve the LNG Canada project in Kitimat. About
190 km of the 670-km route is through Wet’suwet’en traditional territory, and some members
of that First Nation – from the Unist’ot’en and
Gidimt’en clans – have manned two blockades,

including one that has been in place since 2012.
An injunction ordering removal of the blockades was issued by the BC Supreme Court on
December 14 and expanded on December 21.
The court authorised the RCMP to take whatever action necessary to enforce the terms of the
injunction.
The Gidimt’en blockade was the target of the
January 7 RCMP action.
“This is not an outcome we ever wanted,”
CGL said in a statement posted to its website.
“Instead we have always strived for opportunities
to have an honest, open discussion about how to
resolve this issue. It is unfortunate that the RCMP
must take this step so that lawful access for this
public bridge and road can be re-established.”
CGL has support from elected leaders and
most hereditary chiefs from all First Nations along
its route, including from the Wet’suwet’en. The
Unist’ot’en, however, say their hereditary chiefs
have never ceded territory, and they do not recognise the validity of the agreements signed by the
Wet’suwet’en with CGL.

PRODUCTIVE YEAR
FOR RUSSIA’S
NOVATEK

R
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ussian independent Novatek produced 68.81bn m³
of gas in 2018, which was up 8.5% year-on-year;
and 11.8mn metric tons of condensate and crude oil.
Overall hydrocarbons output was up 6.9% on year, it
said January 16.
Preliminary gas sales volumes, including LNG,
totalled 72.12bn m³, up 10.9% as compared with
2017. Domestic sales were 66.08bn m³ and LNG
exports were 6.04bn m³. The year before, LNG sales
were 0.1bn m³ as Yamal LNG started only early in
December 2017.
Sales of LNG have risen faster than expected as the
second and third trains at Yamal were both on stream
much sooner than originally planned. Instead of the
planned six months’ interval, all three were on stream in
under a year.
As of December 31, Novatek had 2.2bn m³ of natural
gas, including LNG, in storage or transit and recognised
as inventory.
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GERMAN LNG
TERMINAL TO OFFER
REFUELLING
erman utility Uniper and Dutch engineers Titan LNG
are to co-operate in expanding the functionality of the
planned LNG terminal at Wilhelmshaven to include vessel
and truck refuelling, they said January 17. The decision was
made in response to stricter rules on sulphur emissions,
according to the two companies.
They said they want to develop a user-friendly technical
interface and commercial products for so-called small-scale
LNG customers from the Wilhelmshaven-designed floating
storage and regasification unit (FSRU).
In Wilhelmshaven, the loading of small LNG sea and
inland vessels will be possible. In addition, several truck
loading ramps will be provided to allow the onward transport of LNG on the road.
Trucks will deliver LNG from Wilhelmshaven to the
growing number of LNG filling stations being built in
Germany, which will help reduce the harmful particulate
emissions, as well as CO2 and nitrogen and sulphur oxides,
that diesel produces. The German government supports
logistics companies with subsidies and the free use of
German roads for trucks running on LNG, the two companies said.
Wilhelmshaven is an ideal location to supply LNG for
all downstream markets and in particular the market for
marine fuels, they added: “The market for so-called smallscale LNG is gaining in importance thanks to its proven
economic benefits. As a fuel, LNG already meets the stricter environmental regulations for maritime shipping today.”
The tougher limits on sulphur in bunkering fuels globally
take effect in just under a year’s time on January 1, 2020.
Uniper said Titan LNG has a great deal of know-how
in small-scale LNG and designing attractive products for
customers in this segment. “With Wilhelmshaven we offer
a first-class location for the supply of the shipping and road
fuel market with LNG. This co-operation enables the FSRU
Wilhelmshaven project to make an important contribution
to reducing CO2 and pollutant emissions.”
Uniper’s facility will have a throughput capacity of 10bn
m³/yr and storage capacity of more than 263,000 m³. The
plant is scheduled to go into operation in the second half
of 2022. It is close to the onshore pipeline network and
storage facilities.
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Another smaller LNG facility has also been announced
in eastern Germany. Novatek, Belgian gas transmission
system operator Fluxys and the Rostock port authority
have agreed to construct an LNG trans-shipment terminal,
which will offer LNG bunkering services in addition to LNG
distribution via trucks, with a capacity of 0.4bn m3/year.
LNG will be supplied from Novatek’s Cryogas-Vysotsk LNG
plant, which is being built near Saint Petersburg.
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rench LNG terminal operator
Elengy, owned by Engie, is
preparing to sell capacity at the
south coast Fos Tonkin LNG
terminal for 2021-2030, it said
January 21.
Elengy will offer its potential
customers several types of services, including the conventional
unloading of Medmax-type LNG
tankers (75,000m³), the reloading of micro-tankers for LNG
bunkering needs, as well as LNG
truck loading.

SOVCOMFLOT
PIONEERS LNG AS OIL
TANKER FUEL

R

ussia’s Sovcomflot (SCF Group) in late December placed an order at the Zvezda shipbuilding complex for construction of three new
generation oil product carriers that will use LNG
as their primary fuel.
The three MR-class vessels will each have
a deadweight (DWT) of 51,000 tons. They will
transport petroleum products and gas condensate and will be chartered to independent
Russian gas producer Novatek under long-term
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Compared with currently-used
shipping fuels, LNG is economically competitive and reduces
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
by a quarter, nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions by 90% and sulphur
(SOx) emissions and particulate
matter by almost 100%, the
company said. The sale will be
launched in February 2019. Detailed information concerning the
services offered will be provided
in the information memorandum
at the opening of the sale.

time charter agreements. Each tanker will have
an ice class of 1B, enabling safe operations in
areas with challenging ice conditions, including
the Baltic.
According to Sovcomflot, LNG-powered engines release 27% less carbon dioxide, 85% less
nitrogen oxide, as well providing 100% reductions
in sulphur oxide and particulate emissions. The
technical specification of the tankers reflects upcoming international regulatory limits on sulphur,
nitrogen and greenhouse gas emissions.
In September 2018, Sovcomflot Group also
ordered two 114,000 DWT LNG-fueled Aframax
crude oil tankers from Zvezda. Sovcomflot is
pioneering the adoption of LNG as the primary
fuel for large-capacity oil tankers. In 2018, the
company had three LNG-fueled Aframax crude oil
tankers delivered to its fleet.
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ENGIE TESTS
F
BUNKERING AT
FRANCE’S FOS
LNG TERMINAL

LNG NEWS: SHIPPING
NEWBUILD LNG CARRIERS NAMED

M

itsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd (MOL)
in January announced the
naming of a newbuild LNG carrier
ordered by a 50/50 joint venture
between MOL and Jera Co Inc. The
ceremony was held at the Nagasaki
Shipyard & Machinery Works of
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Chubu Electric Power Co. president

Satoru Katsuno named the ship
the Nohshu Maru.
This is the second vessel for MOL
to feature the MHI-developed Sayaringo cargo tank. It also adopts MHI’s stateof-the-art hybrid dual-shaft Steam Turbine
and Gas Engines (STaGE) propulsion
system, which reduces fuel costs and
minimizes carbon dioxide emissions.

DNV APPROVES DAEHAN
AFRAMAX DESIGN

I

nternational accredited registrar DNV GL has
awarded South Korean shipbuilder Daehan
Shipbuilding (DHCS) an approval in principle
(AiP) for the design of an LNG-fuelled 115,000
dwt Aframax tanker, it said December 28.
“We believe the completion of this joint
development project (JDP) will allow us to
take a competitive position in a challenging
market. Eco-friendly designs enabled DHCS
to win newbuilding orders. The result of
the JDP will be another enabler for us to
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The vessel will transport LNG that
Jera purchases from the Freeport LNG
Project in the US and other suppliers.
The vessel has a length of 297.5
metres, a beam of 50 m and draft of
12.9 m. It has deadweight tonnage
of 149,367 tons and tank capacity of
177,300 m3.
The tanks look like apples, with
the upper semi-spheres larger than
the lower semi-spheres. They lie
beneath a continuous cover. The
design maximizes cargo capacity, and
the cover helps provide additional
hull strength while reducing weight,
which in turn saves fuel and reduces
transport costs.
The propulsion system combines
a steam turbine system, which reheats and uses steam used once in
the turbine, with a dual-fuel diesel-electric propulsion system.
This improves heat efficiency by
recovering exhaust heat generated by
the propulsion system, which runs on
natural gas and gas oil. The ship has a
speed of 19.5 knots.

strengthen our marketing strategy,” said
DHCS CEO Yong-Duk Park.
DHCS now has an approved design and
source technology that can satisfy the sulphur
cap regulations which will take effect on January 1, 2020, DNV GL said.
DNV GL reviewed and verified drawing
packages related to gas-fuelled systems
submitted by DHSC. “We are pleased to
deliver this AiP to DHSC after an intensive
six-month project and successful completion,” said Vidar Dolonen, regional manager
of Korea and Japan at DNV, describing the
AiP as “another concrete indication that the
shipping industry is progressing in reducing
its environmental impact.”
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NAKILAT–KEPPEL WINS
FIRST FSRU UPGRADE

N

akilat-Keppel Offshore & Marine (N-KOM) has
received its first floating storage regasification
unit (FSRU) project at the Erhama Bin Jaber Al
Jalahma shipyard, the company said January 22.
The 138,000 cbm FSRU Excelerate owned by
Excelerate Energy (USA) will undergo drydocking,
maintenance and upgrades at the facility.
The FSRU will see several modifications and
retrofitting of new systems, including the installation of a ballast water treatment system (BWTS).
To date, N-KOM has completed six such BWTS
installations for various types of vessels such as
LNG and LPG vessels as well as very large crude
carriers (VLCCs).
Nakilat Chief Executive Officer Eng. Abdullah
Al Sulaiti said: “We are proud to be entrusted
with this repair project from our partner Excelerate Energy, which is made even more significant since it is the first FSRU to be repaired at
our shipyard.”
Excelerate Energy’s Managing Director Steven Kobos said: “Over the past months, we have
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enjoyed a fruitful working relationship with Nakilat
and this is today strengthened by the award of the
FSRU repair project to their world-class shipyard,
prior to its deployment in Bangladesh. We look
forward to the growing partnership between both
companies and the successful delivery of the
project.”
Nakilat acquired a 55% interest in its first
FSRU Exquisite last year, after forming a joint
venture agreement with Excelerate Energy-USA.
Exquisite is currently located at the Engro Elengy
terminal in Pakistan’s Port Qasim.
N-KOM earlier in January passed another
milestone with a steel-cutting ceremony for the
first offshore living quarters to be fabricated in
Qatar. The complex will be situated on Qatar’s
giant North Field, which supplies the gas for the
country’s huge LNG industry.
An estimated 4,700 metric tons of structures
will be fabricated by N-KOM as part of the project,
comprising jacket and piles, as well as a topside
for the offshore platform. The new offshore platform is intended to accommodate an additional 90
persons on board and will be linked via six bridges
to the existing complex, thereby increasing the
total accommodation capacity of the platform to
152 persons.
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SHINSHU MARU

M

eanwhile, on January 17, Jera
named a second new LNG
carrier, this time jointly owned with
Japan’s NYK Line. The ceremony was
held at the Sakaide shipyard of Kawasaki Heavy Industries in Kagawa
prefecture. The ship named Shinshu
Maru derives its name from Shins-

hu, the traditional name for Nagano
Prefecture, located in central Honshu—the primary island of Japan,
NYK said.
The vessel, with a tank capacity
of 177,277 m3, will be delivered in
February 2019 and will also be assigned to transport LNG for a 20-year

GASLOG UPDATES
ON NEWBUILDS AND
CHARTERS

M

onaco-based LNG shipping firm GasLog has provided
further details on its seven-year charter party agreements with US company Cheniere Energy, announced late
last year.
GasLog has ordered two 180,000 m3 LNG carriers (HN
2311 and HN 2312) with low pressure two stroke (“LP-2S”)
propulsion and GTT Mark III Flex Plus cargo containment
systems from Samsung Heavy Industries in South Korea,
with expected delivery in mid-2021.
The charters build on GasLog’s existing relationship with
Cheniere, which now totals four newbuilds on order; and
the GasLog Partners LP-owned GasLog Sydney, which is on
a multi-year time charter.
The rate of hire for the charters is broadly in line with
mid-cycle rates and delivers returns in line with GasLog’s
financial strategy, the company said in January.
GasLog Partners has the right to acquire the vessels
delivered into the charters pursuant to the omnibus
agreement between GasLog and GasLog Partners. As a
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period from the Freeport LNG project
in Texas, in which Jera has an equity
interest. NYK will be responsible for
ship management of the vessel.
In 2015, NYK and Jera jointly
established the Trans Pacific Shipping
7 (equally owned by NYK and Jera) to
own LNG vessels.

result, GasLog Partners’ potential dropdown pipeline will
increase to 12 LNG carriers with charter length of five
years or longer and the partnership is well positioned to
announce a further dropdown acquisition within the first
quarter of 2019.
GasLog CEO Paul Wogan said he was “delighted to
build further on our existing relationship with Cheniere. The
four newbuilds that we now have on order for them will
provide further support for their leading position in US LNG
exports. We announced seven newbuild orders in 2018, all
equipped with the latest advancements in propulsion and
boil-off technology. Six of these newbuilds have long-term
charters attached, cementing our status as a leading owner
and operator of LNG carriers.”
He added, “attractive LNG shipping market fundamentals, the strong liquidity position of the GasLog group and
increasing debt capacity due to scheduled amortization
underpin the funding strategy for our newbuild program. As
a result of our activities in 2018, we have made substantial
progress towards meeting our target of more than doubling
consolidated earnings before interest, tax, interest, depreciation and amortisation over the 2017-2022 period.”
Cheniere has sold out most of its LNG capacity at its
US terminals on a free on board basis. However, it has
retained a small percentage for its own use, for which it will
need transport to market.
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